
SDMC Minutes 
September 21, 2016 

Members Present:  Mr. Chavarria, Ms. Y. Garcia, Mrs. Rea,  
Ms. Shipp, Ms. Perry, Ms. Sustala, Ms. S. Medina, Ms. Cruz 

Meeting Began: 3:00p.m. 

I.  Enrollment:  We are currently sitting with 438 students 
*We have 2 dual language pre k classes (50/50 model) 

*We have 3 dual language kinder classes (50/50 model) one self contained class 
*We have 3 dual language first grade classes (50/50 model) one self contained 

class 

II.  Budget:  *we are looking at a low budget and we are limited with funds 
*we are looking into hourly tutors and our hourly employees 

*we will have Godinez four days a week as a hourly tutor 
*teachers have inquired about conferences, but they are being put on hold at this 

time 
*we may have some rollover $ from dual language to invest in a virtual interactive 

tool at a cost of $10,000 for a classroom set of 30 (STEAM) 

III.  Literacy by 3:  we are in year 3 and receiving lower scores.. there is cause for 
concern 

*we will begin a strong focus on our Accelerated Reader program  

IV.  SIP:  this will remain the same with new numbers inputed into the document 
and given at our next early dismissal day 

V.  Fall Festival:  this will be held Friday, October 28 from 3-6. 

VI.  Collaboration:  we will begin to work on making accommodations for those 
grade levels that said YES to a 3 hour collaboration period 

VII.  Next Meeting:  we will address conferences being put on hold as far as 
budget 

*and a concern for our Smart Boards starting to go out..we need to make sure we 
are turning them off  



FYI..  Overall Moral of the school was discussed and it was brought to attention 
that if there is a need for a conflict b/w teachers it should be done in a private 

setting 
*as we walk through the hallways please remain on right side 

Meeting Adjourned at 3:45 
Minutes recorded by Lynne Sustala 


